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Abstract
Evidence associating endocrinopathies such as diabetes, thyroid and growth hormone disorders with cardiomyopathies (CMs) and heart failure (HF) has been long-
established. Initially, endocrine disorders were considered an independent risk factor for the development of HF. However, increasing diagnosis of endocrine disorders 
in patients with CM suggest the involvement of hormones in the pathogenesis of CMs. Moreover, the success of hormonal replacement therapies in a sub-population 
of patients diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) provides additional evidence for the role of hormones in the pathophysiology of CMs. In addition, 
identifying endocrine disorders able to cause CM is important since early initiation of hormonal replacement therapy or surgery can normalize hormonal levels and 
potentially reverse cardiac dysfunction. However, specific guidelines for the diagnosis and management of endocrine CM are lacking. This has been partly occasioned 
by a paucity of clinical trials specific to endocrine CM attributed to a disproportionate focus of CM literature on the long-established morphofunctional forms of CM, 
particularly dilated, hypertrophic and restrictive CMs. Thus, this paper reviews current published data on endocrine CM. In particular, the paper discusses specific 
endocrine disorders capable of causing CM including their pathophysiology diagnosis and treatment.
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Introduction
A growing evidence of endocrinopathies in patients diagnosed 

with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) implicates hormonal involvement 
in the pathogenesis of some types of cardiomyopathy (CM). A recent 
cross-sectional observational study enrolling 20 female DCM patients 
with depressed systolic function reported significantly elevated 
insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) compared to healthy controls, 
40% with thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) above normal level, and 
15% with thyroxine hormones below normal levels [1]. Similarly, a 
3-month preliminary study of growth hormone (GH) therapy in seven 
patients with idiopathic DCM with moderate to severe HF reported a 
significant increase in LV wall mass (275±11 g to 326±12 g (p < 0.05), 
LVEF (34±1.5 to 47±1.9% (p < 0.05), and exercise duration (6.5±0.5 to 
8.9±0.9 min (p < 0.05) suggesting improved hemodynamics, exercise 
capacity and myocardial energy metabolism [2]. A meta-analysis 
of 14 trials associated GH therapy in HF patients with a significant 
increase in exercise duration, decreased New York Heart Association 
(NYHA) functional class, increased maximum oxygen consumption, 

and increased LV mass and wall thickness [3]. Recently, the 2016 
American Heart Association (AHA) scientific statement on current 
diagnostic and treatment strategies for specific DCM also lists some 
known endocrinopathies such as thyroid disorders and growth 
hormones disorders as aetiologies of DCM [3]. Even with the growing 
evidence, specific data on endocrine CM is sporadic undermining a 
specific understanding of endocrine CM. This review paper synthesizes 
published evidence on endocrine CM with a particular focus on 
endocrine diseases that can cause CM including their pathophysiology, 
clinical presentation, diagnosis and clinical management.

Endocrine cardiomyopathy
Endocrine system is a collection of several glands: hypothalamus, 

pituitary, pineal, thyroid, parathyroid, thymus, pancreas, adrenal, 
ovaries and testes. The endocrine system monitors and sustains basic 
human functions through the release of a cascade of hormones that 
send chemical messages to other parts of the body enabling actions to 
start or stop as well as to speed up or slow down. The basic functions 
regulated by the endocrine system include heart rate, blood pressure, 
cognitive processes, appetite, energy storage and utilization levels, 
tissue growth and rejuvenation, sleep, sexuality, bone health, fertility, 
overall body metabolism, masculinity and femininity, and virtually 
every aspect of continued life. Table 1 lists the major endocrine glands 
and the hormones they produce alongside the function of these 
hormones.
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Impaired endocrine function in any of the glands would have an 
adverse effect on the function of the dependent organ system. For 
glands that produce hormones targeting the cardiovascular system, 
any dysfunction can result in pathological effects on the structure 
and function of the heart that may result in CM. Depending on the 
causative hormone, the AHA classifies endocrine dysfunction as an 
aetiology of DCM or HCM. The 2016 European Society of Cardiology 
(ESC) working group on myocardial and pericardial diseases defines 
DCM as a myocardial disorder characterized by left ventricular (LV) or 
biventricular dilation and global systolic dysfunction in the absence of 
chronic abnormal loading conditions such as hypertension and valvular 
disorders or coronary artery disease (CAD) in sufficient quantities to 
cause global systolic impairment [5]. Both AHA and ECS define HCM as 
a myocardial disorder characterized by increased LV wall thickness not 
solely explained by flow-limiting CAD or abnormal loading conditions 
capable of causing hypertrophy [6,7]. Taking these definitions together, 
endocrine CM can be defined as a heart muscle disease secondary to 
endocrine dysfunction and characterised by progressive dilation of the 
LV, and sometimes the right ventricle (RV), which may or may not be 
accompanied by compensatory wall thickening (hypertrophy).

Endocrine diseases causing cardiomyopathy
Thyroid dysfunction

The thyroid is butterfly-shaped gland located immediately below 
the larynx on each side of and anterior of the trachea. It is one of 
the largest endocrine glands weighing 15-20 g in adults [8]. The 
thyroid gland secretes the thyroid hormone (TH), which consists 
of two hormones: (i) thyroxine (T4) and (ii) triiodothyronine (T3), 
which account for 93% and 7% of total secretion respectively but T3 
is eventually converted to T4 in peripheral tissues. The regulation 
of the secretion of TH is through the thyroid-stimulating hormone 
(TSH) produced by the anterior pituitary gland [8]. TH that exerts 
a direct cellular effect on almost all tissues of the body. The heart is 
very sensitive to TH changes and the most prominent and common 
symptoms of thyroid dysfunction are those that result from the 
effects of TH on the heart and cardiovascular (CVD) system [9-
16]. Hyperthyroidism and hypothyroidism produce significant 
changes in cardiac contractility, cardiac output, myocardial oxygen 
consumption, blood pressure and systemic vascular resistance [17-

21]. TH influences cardiac performance by genomic and non-genomic 
effects. However, genomic effects (consisting of T3 linking to nuclear 
receptors that bind to thyroid responsive elements in the promoter of 
target genes) mediates many of the physiological effects [12].

The TH regulates cardiac performance by acting on both the heart 
and the vascular system. Several experimental and clinical studies have 
demonstrated the relationship between TH and CVD [22-25] later 
confirmed by significant changes in cardiac structure and function in 
patients with persistence subclinical thyroid dysfunction [26-29]. T3 is 
the biologically active form of TH in the heart mostly generated by T4 
in peripheral tissues. The heart is vulnerable to changes in the levels 
of T3 because it is essential in the preservation of cardiac morphology 
and function [22]. The TH influences both diastolic and systolic 
cardiac function as well as ventricular contractility through inducing 
changes in hemodynamic conditions secondary to effects of TH on 
peripheral vascular tone. In particular, T3 increases the force and speed 
of systolic contraction and the speed of diastolic relaxation via its effect 
on myosin and isoforms and calcium-handling proteins [13,30,31]. T3 
also decreases vascular resistance including coronary vascular tone 
and increases coronary arteriolar angiogenesis as well as promotes 
physiological and pathological hypertrophies [31]. Hyperthyroidism 
and hypothyroidism can both lead to CVD injury that may progress to 
HF although DCM related only to thyroid disorder is only present in a 
small proportion of patients with thyroid dysfunction [12]. 

Hypothyroidism: Hypothyroidism is an endocrine dysfunction 
due to abnormally low levels of circulating TH due to under-secretion 
from the thyroid gland. The disorder afflicts 4-10% of the population 
and the prevalence of subclinical hypothyroidism is about 10% 
[12,32,33]. In hypothyroidism, low levels of TH result in elevated TSH 
while in subclinical hypothyroidism TH levels are normal but with low 
or undetectable TSH levels [34]. TH exert a variety of effect on the CVD 
system influencing cardiac function (Figure 1). Hypothyroidism leads to 
decreased cardiac output due to impaired relaxation of vascular smooth 
muscles and reduced availability of endothelial nitric oxide (NO). 
These events produce a cascade effect of increased arterial stiffness 
that elevates systemic vascular resistance. At the molecular level, 
these alterations causes a reduction in the expression of sarcoplasmic 
reticulum Ca2+-ATPase and increased expression of phospholamban 
that inhibits ATPase. TH also affects the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone 

Glands Hormone(s) Function 

Adrenal

Adrenaline
Cortisol

Aldosterone
Androgens

Influence the body’s metabolism, blood chemicals and body 
characteristics as well as influence the part of the nervous system that is 

involved in the response and defence against stress.

Hypothalamus & Pituitary

Adrenocorticotrophic hormone 
Thyroid-stimulating hormone 

Luteinising hormone
Follicle-stimulating hormone 

Prolactin
Growth hormone

Melanocyte-stimulating hormone
Antidiuretic hormone

Vasopressin.
Oxytocin.

Activates and controls part of the nervous system that controls 
involuntary boy function, the hormonal system, and many body 

functions such as regulating sleep and stimulating appetite.

Ovaries & Testicles Oestrogen and Testosterone Influence female and male characteristics respectively
Pancreas Insulin Controls the use of glucose by the body

Parathyroid Glands Regulate Maintains the calcium levels in the body.
Pineal Body Melatonin Involved in daily biological cycles.

Thymus Gland Not named Plays a role in the body’s immune system.
Thyroid Gland Thyroid Stimulate body heat production, bone growth and body’s metabolism.

Table 1. Glands and the hormones secreted and their function
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system (RAAS). T3 stimulates the synthesis of renin substrates in the 
liver. In a hypothyroid state, diastolic blood pressure (BP) increases, 
pulse pressure narrows and renin levels decrease resulting in diastolic 
hypertension that is often sodium sensitive [4]. TH also regulates 
pacemaker-related genes through transcription as well as the beta-
adrenergic system in cardiomyocytes. These mechanisms increases 
heart rate in the presence of TH and decreases in hyperthyroid state 
[34,35].

The changes induced by hypothyroid state may effect cardiac 
contractility that is diastolic in nature impairing myocardial relaxation, 
which is consistent with previous findings that diastolic dysfunction is 
the most common finding in hyperthyroid patients [36-38]. Associated 
diastolic hypertension or co-occurring CAD can further impair 
myocardial diastolic function [39]. On cardiac echocardiography, 
relaxation is impaired in both overt and subclinical hypothyroidism. 
Prolongation of the isovolumetric relaxation time and the reduction in 
the E/A (early to late ventricular filling velocities) ratio demonstrates 
early impaired relaxation in subclinical hypothyroidism [40]. Reduced 
E/A ratio signifies diastolic dysfunction from impaired relaxation 
consequently resulting in low cardiac output state with decreased heart 
rate and stroke volume [34]. In advanced HF secondary to myocardial 
infarction, conversion of T4 to T3 reduces and may affect myocardial 
contractility and remodelling [39]. Hyperthyroid patients often exhibit 
prolonged QT interval due to prolonged ventricular action potential, 
various degrees of atrioventricular (AV) block and low QRS complexes 
[13,41].

Thyroid hormone replacement is an established therapy for 
hypothyroidism. The most commonly prescribed TH replacement 
is pure synthetic T4 [42]. T4 therapy reverses CVS changes caused by 
hypothyroidism [43,44]. Older hypothyroid patients or those with 
known or suspected ischaemic heart disease or cardiac dysfunction 
should initially start with 25-50% of anticipated replacement dose 
and increase stepwise ay 6-8 week interval. In ischaemic heart disease 
patients, after the initiation of TH therapy, new or worsening angina 
or acute myocardial infarction was rare and more patients had 
improved anginal symptoms demonstrating potential benefits of TH 
therapy in improving myocardial oxygen consumption and lowering 
systemic vascular resistance [4]. However, whether patients with 
subclinical hypothyroidism should be treated with TH therapy remains 
controversial, but from a cardiac standpoint therapy offers some 

benefits but with minimal risk [44]. In Case reports of hypothyroid 
DCM patients treated with TH replacement for 5-12 months, patients 
achieved euthyroid state, normalized LVEF and LV size suggesting 
DCM secondary to hypothyroidism is reversible with restoration of 
normal thyroid function [36-38].

Hyperthyroidism: Hyperthyroidism is an endocrine dysfunction 
due to excessive endogenous TH production and thyrotoxicosis, 
the condition resulting from excess TH whether endogenous 
(hyperthyroidism) or exogenous (TH treatment). Hyperthyroidism is 
associated with palpitations tachycardia, increased exercise tolerance, 
dyspnoea on exertion, widened pulse presses, and sometimes, atrial 
fibrillation (AF) [45]. Hemodynamic effect of hyperthyroidism include 
elevated systemic vascular resistance, increasing resting heart rate and 
LV contractile function and enhanced isovolumic ventricular relaxation 
[23]. Reduced systemic vascular resistance stimulates the production of 
renin with activation of the angiotensin axis resulting in renal sodium 
reabsorption and increased blood volume. Increased secretion of 
erythropoietin due to hyperthyroidism adds to the circulating blood 
volume, which can increase up to 25%. Hyperthyroidism therefore 
results in an increased preload, decreased afterload and a cardiac output 
that is increased by up to 300% from a euthyroid state [46]. Although 
hyperthyroidism induces a fall in systemic arterial pressure, pulmonary 
artery hypertension (PAH) is increasingly being recognized in 
hyperthyroid patients. PAH could be the result of increased pulmonary 
blood flow that is unaccompanied by the same decrease in pulmonary 
vascular resistance that occurs in the systemic circulation. PAH, may in 
turn lead to increased load on the RV, leading to RV dilatation and an 
increase in right atrial and central venous pressures [4].

Hemodynamic alterations caused by hyperthyroidism decrease 
myocardial contractile reserve, precluding further increases in ejection 
fraction and cardiac output on exertion, altogether predisposing the 
patients to HF. Thus, hyperthyroid patients can manifest signs and 
symptoms of HF in the absence of cardiac injury, a state sometimes 
referred to as high-output heart failure characterized with paradoxical 
features of enhanced cardiac output and contractility due to excessive 
TH. True HF manifests as decreased contractility, abnormal diastolic 
compliance and pulmonary congestion, all of which can be consequences 
of severe and chronic hyperthyroidism, tachycardia and AF [12,29,35]. 
Based on the pathological changes associated with hyperthyroidism, 
thyrotoxic CM can be defined as progressive myocardial injury due 
to toxic effects of excessive TH leading to altered myocyte energy 
production, intracellular metabolism and myofibril function [45]. 
The major manifestations of thyrotoxic CM are LV hypertrophy, heart 
rhythm disturbances primarily AF, dilated heart chambers, HF and 
diastolic dysfunction [47]. Hyperthyroid patients with high-output HF 
can manifest with symptoms such as exertional dyspnoea, fatigue, fluid 
retention with peripheral oedema, pleural effusion, hepatic congestion 
and PAH [18]. Sinus tachycardia is the most common rhythm 
disturbance recorded in almost all hyperthyroid patients. Increased 
resting heart rate is characteristics of hyperthyroidism. However, AF is 
the most commonly identified in patients with thyrotoxicosis ranging 
from 2-20% [47]. 

The initial treatment of patients with cardiac-associated symptoms 
and signs of hyperthyroidism ranging from sinus tachycardia and 
exertional dyspnoea to HF should include beta-blocker therapy 
targeting to lower the heart rate to near normal [13]. The therapy 
targets to improve the tachycardia-mediated component of 
ventricular dysfunction while the direct inotropic effect of thyroid 
hormone could persist [48,49]. Beta-blocker therapy has been 

Figure 1. Effect of hypothyroidism on the heart 7
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associated with rapid improvement in cardiac, neuro-muscular and 
psychological manifestation of hyperthyroidism. Standard therapy 
for hyperthyroidism can then be pursued with iodine 131 alone or in 
combination with an anti-thyroid drug as appropriate. Treatment for 
hyperthyroid patients with clinical signs and symptoms of HF should 
be based on guideline-recommended therapies for HF [4]. However, 
the use of amiodarone is controversial in hyperthyroid patients. 
Amiodarone, an effective antiarrhythmic drug used in the treatment 
of atrial and ventricular cardiac rhythm disturbance. The drug inhibits 
the conversion of T4 to T3 and the iodine released from the amiodarone 
metabolism can directly inhibit thyroid gland function, and if the effect 
persists, can cause amiodarone induced-hyperthyroidism [47]. 

Growth hormone dysfunction: Growth hormone (GH) also 
known as somatotropin is a peptide hormone synthesized and 
secreted by the pituitary gland. GH stimulates growth, cell production 
and cell regeneration in humans and thus it is important for human 
development [50]. GH secretion occurs throughout life although the 
amount decreases with advancing age. Peak levels of GH production 
usually occur in the evening when individuals are asleep. IGF-I 
mediates most of the effects of GH. GH also helps with lipolysis (fat 
breakdown), stimulates protein synthesis and helps the body in sodium 
and water retention. Excessive production of GH can result in gigantism 
if it occurs before puberty and acromegaly if it occurs after puberty. 
Abnormally low GH production may cause short stature or rare cases of 
dwarfism, although most cases are due to genetic mutation [50]. 

Besides their role in human development, GH and IGF-1 hormones 
can affect cardiac function because they appear to be physiological 
modulators of the structure and function of the myocardium [50,51]. 
GH activates the growth of cardiac cells but does not alter the collagen 
content of the myocardium or the density of the capillary as well as 
induces physiological ventricular remodelling where growth response 
may enhance ventricular contractility [52,53]. GH may reduce energy 
cost and improve thermodynamic efficiency of contractile apparatus 
and together with IGF-1 may exert stimulatory effect on myocardial 
contractile function possible with the mediation of changes in 
intracellular calcium handling. Moreover, cases of impaired cardiac 
growth and function manifests in patients with GH deficiency have 
been reported [54,55]. Both excessive (acromegaly) and deficiency 
of GH have been associated with myocardial dysfunction and the 
development of CM. Administration of GH to patients with GH 
deficiency may cause an increase in ventricular wall thickness and 
normalization of cardiac performance while acromegaly may induce 
cardiac hypertrophy and hyperkinetic syndrome and increase cardiac 
output and reduced vascular resistance [56,57].

Acromegaly (Excess GH): Cardiomyopathy in acromegaly involve 
nearly all aspects of the CVD – cardiomyocyte and intercellular 
myocardial composition, systolic and diastolic ventricular function, 
valvular heart disease and heart electrical disturbances [58-60]. 
Acromegaly is relatively rare, with an estimated prevalence of 60 cases 
per million and an incidence of 3-4 new cases per million annually in 
the United State [61]. Acromegaly has a slow progression with diagnosis 
made in the fourth to tenth year after onset at an average age of 40 years 
in both sexes although younger patients tend to possess more aggressive 
tumours and have higher GH concentrations [61,62]. A variety of signals 
including GH releasing hormone (GHRH) stimulates GH secretion, 
and somatostatin signalling suppresses secretion. Pituitary tumour and 
in rare cases excess GHRH originating from neuro-endocrine tumour 
or hypothalamic tumour causes acromegaly [63]. Increased GH levels 
stimulates the liver to synthesize increased IGF-1, which contributes to 

somatic manifestations of acromegaly [64]. The GH/IGF-1 axis induces 
three major aspects of the CVD system: cardiomyocyte growth, cardiac 
contractile function and vascular function (Figure 2).

The influence of increased GH/IGF-1 levels in regulation of 
cardiomyocyte growth manifests as an increase in amino acid uptake 
(protein synthesis), cardiomyocyte size and cardiac muscle gene 
expression. The increased levels of the two hormones also stimulates 
cardiac growth leading to a characteristics biventricular hypertrophic 
response. Abnormally increased expression of IGF-1 independently 
increases the transcription of major cardia muscle specific genes 
including troponin 1, myosin light chain, α-actin, and IFG-1-binding 
protein resulting in fibrosis and sarcomerogenesis [60,65]. IGF-1 
particularly promotes collagen synthesis by fibroblasts while GH 
increases the rate of cardiac collagen accumulation. This interstitial 
remodelling impairs ventricular relaxation eventually leading to initial 
diastolic dysfunction and subsequently systolic dysfunction [50,65]. The 
inhibitory influence on IGF-1 on apoptosis prevents cardiomyocyte loss 
complementing to the development of acromegalic heart when present 
in excess. The myocardium and endocardium possess both GH and 
IGF-1 receptors but also can produces IGF-1 because of GH-mediated 
autocrine and paracrine response thereby exacerbating the effects of 
GH-producing pituitary tumour [50]. Elevated levels of GH and IGF-1 
affects cardiac contractile function in a similar manner to its effect on 
cardiomyocyte growth and structure. IGF-1 promotes the transcription 
of certain contractile genes and within the cardiomyocyte cells and 
GH/IGF-1 axis elevates intracellular calcium levels [66]. Vascular 
comorbidities associated with acromegaly include hypertension, 
insulin resistance (pancreases produces sufficient insulin but the body 
is unable to use it) and dyslipidaemia. Hypertension manifests in about 
30-45% of acromegaly cases resulting from anti-natriuretic activity of 
GH body fluid expansion, increased arterial stiffness and endothelial 
dysfunction although the precise mechanism remains unclear [67]. 
GH/IGF-1 axis in insulin resistance causes reversible hyperglycaemia 
with normalization of GH levels. GH also acts as a regulator of lipolysis, 
leading to dyslipidaemia [65].

Clinically, acromegalic CM manifests in three stages. The first or 
hyperkinetic stage is typical in young patients with a short disease duration 
characterized by biventricular hypertrophy with increased contractility 
and systolic output [48,68]. The second stage is characterized with 
more significant hypertrophy associated with abnormalities in diastolic 
filling at rest and impaired cardiac performance during exercise. The 
third and end-stage of untreated acromegaly late in the disease course is 
characterized by impaired systolic and diastolic performance with low 

Figure 2. Pathogenesis of acromegalic cardiomyopathy 13
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cardiac output and overt HF [69]. The end stage acromegalic CM is not 
easily distinguishable from idiopathic DCM because morphofunctional 
and histological features are not diagnostic of acromegalic CM [4]. 
Moreover, heart diseases due to acromegaly can be demonstrated by 
the evidence of pharmacological suppression of GH production leading 
to significant regression of cardiac hypertrophy and improvement of 
cardiac dysfunction [4]. Cardiac arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death 
are the most common causes of increased mortality in acromegaly 
patients. Beat-to-beat QT variability is elevated as well as late potentials 
that correlate with ventricular tachyarrhythmias [59]. 

The target of clinical management of acromegalic CM is curing or 
minimizing the parent condition – acromegaly and secondarily to treat 
cardiac signs and symptoms of HF using the standard HF medications 
[4]. In the greater majority of patients, acromegaly is due to pituitary 
adenoma, trans-sphenoidal resection is the most cost-effective and 
permanent treatment [70]. Surgical controlling of GH levels has been 
successful in improving prognosis – reduction of serum GH to < 1µg/L 
projects a mortality rate almost identical to age-matched controls. 
Although IGF-1 levels is not an independent prognostic indicator of 
mortality in acromegalic patients, normalization of serum IGF-1 weakly 
correlates with a reduction in mortality rate [71]. Despite the benefits 
of surgical and pharmacological therapy normalizing HG/IGF-1 levels 
significantly decreases LV hypertrophy (LVH), in some patients cardiac 
systolic function may remain unaffected [72,73]. The use of traditional 
HF medication such as angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs), beta-
adrenergic antagonists, diuretics, and calcium channel blockers have 
normalized blood pressure and increased LVEF as well as end-diastolic 
and end-systolic volumes in acromegalic patients [74,75].

GH deficiency: Growth hormone deficiency (GHD) is an 
endocrine disorder in the setting of the failure of pituitary gland to 
produce sufficient GH due to a primary pituitary lesion or a problem 
with the hypothalamus. In children, GHD results in growth failure and 
short stature whereas in adults GHD causes a decrease in muscle mass 
and increased fat mass and increased mortality from CVD causes [76]. 
Although cardiac involvement in acromegaly has been long-established, 
the evidence of GHD causing CVD impairment has only been recently 
described. Beyond the effect on growth, deficiency in the serum levels 
of GH and IGF-1 have been associated with relevant effects on cardiac 
development and performance [69]. Long-standing GHD in adults has 
been associated with changes in bone turnover and body composition, 
impaired lipid profile, reduced exercise capacity and abnormalities in 
cardiac function [77-79]. Epidemiological data suggests that adults 
with hypopituitarism have reduced life expectancy compared to healthy 
controls, with more than 2-fold increase in mortality rate for CVD 
disease [80]. 

Pathological effect of GHD on CVD functions appears to be due to 
a direct effect by GH/IGF-1 but also to an indirect mechanism exerted 
by unfavourable lipid profile, hypercoagulability and atherosclerosis 
as well as decreased muscle performance, pulmonary capacity and 
endothelial function [81]. However, most of the current evidence for 
GHD-associated CM results from improvement of cardiac function 
on GHD patients receiving GH replacement therapy. Several studies 
reveal that GHD adults who are not receiving GH replacement therapy 
have reduced LV mass with impaired myocardial contractility indices 
and cardiac output and decreased exercise capacity [50,55,82]. Some 
studies suggest GHD with a childhood onset has more severe cardiac 
dysfunction that adult onset due to substantially reduced levels GH/
IGF-1 during cardiac growth and development of the heart but these 
findings lack consistency across studies. Short-term placebo studies 

report GH replacement therapy in adult GHD patients has an anabolic 
effect on cardiac structure resulting in improved diastolic and systolic 
function [82-84]. 

Research evidence so far associate low-dose individualized GH 
replacement therapy with improved cardiac function and reduced risk 
of developing cardiac hypertrophy, and together with increased muscle 
strength, could explain improved exercise capacity in GH-deficient 
adults on GH replacement therapy. In contrast, inappropriately high 
dose of GH introduces a risk of an unwanted increment in LV mass, 
particularly in elderly GHD patients during chronic treatment [85,86]. 
About one to two thirds of HF patients are also affected by GH/IGF-1 
deficiency [87,88]. In these patients, smaller short-term trials on GH 
replacement therapy demonstrate improvement in various parameters 
of cardiac structure, LVEF, functional status and exercise performance 
[89,90]. However, larger long-term randomized placebo controlled 
clinical trials are warranted to confirm these findings and to evaluate 
the beneficial effect of GH replacement therapy on clinical outcomes in 
patients with systolic HF.

Diabetes mellitus
Diabetes mellitus (DM), classified into Type 1 (T1DM) and Type 2 

(T2DM), is an autoimmune disorder characterized by the destruction of 
all the insulin-producing cells in the pancreases (T1DM) or inadequate 
production of insulin to control glucose levels (T2DM) although about 
7% of T2DM patients may lose the ability to synthesize insulin and 
consequently require insulin therapy [91,92]. DM affects the heart 
through various mechanisms leading to the development of functional 
and structural changes in the myocardium in the absence of CAD, 
hypertension and significant valvular disease, a disorder known as 
diabetic CM [91]. In fact, HF affects 19-26% of DM patients [93-95]. 
The Framingham Heart Study found the incidence of HF is significantly 
increased in DM patients compared with age-matched controls 
independent of obesity, hypertension, dyslipidaemia and coronary 
heart disease [96]. Typical manifestations of diabetic CM are impaired 
diastolic and systolic function, and reduced contractile reserves [92,97]. 

The main metabolic abnormalities in DM patients are 
hyperglycaemia, hyperinsulinemia, and insulin resistance. 
Hyperglycaemia plays a pivotal role in the development of diabetic CM 
although hyperglycaemia, inflammation, and hyperlipidaemia may also 
stimulate the production of nitrogen species or reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) that cause most diabetic complications including diabetic CM 
and diabetic neuropathy [98]. Multifactorial mechanics are involved 
in the pathophysiology of diabetic CM including insulin resistance, 
microvascular impairment, subcellular component abnormalities, 
metabolic disturbances, cardiac autonomic dysfunction, alterations in 
the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS), and maladaptive 
immune responses.

Hyperglycaemia is a hallmark feature of untreated DM. Persistent 
hyperglycaemia increases glucose metabolism resulting in increased 
oxidative stress through the development of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) from the mitochondria [99]. Oxidative stress leads to reduced 
myocardial contractility eventually inducing myocardial fibrosis [100]. 
Oxidative stress and ROS can speed up cardiomyocyte apoptosis and 
cellular DNA damage in turn activating DNA reparative enzymes, 
which redirects glucose metabolism from its primary glycolytic 
pathway to an alternative biochemical pathway. The change in metabolic 
pathway may lead to the development of various mediators leading to 
hyperglycaemia-induced cellular injury. Oxidative stress induced by 
persistent hyperglycaemia increases the amount of advanced glycation 
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end-products (AGE) [98]. AGE is able to form covalent cross-links with 
various extra- and intra-cellular proteins including elastin and collagen 
to impair relaxation and increase myocardial stiffness [98,101]. Besides 
hyperglycaemia, insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia are typical 
pathological abnormalities in T2DM patients and in pre-diabetic 
conditions. Cardiomyocyte hypertrophy in DM patients is modulated 
at the transcriptional level [102]. Hyperinsulinemia causes epigenetic 
and genetic alterations that activate multiple transcription factors that 
regulate extracellular and cellular protein expression. The activation of 
these transcription factors results in the accumulation of extracellular 
matrix proteins and cardiomyocyte hypertrophy leading to focal 
myocardial fibrosis in DM patients [102]. 

Impaired myocardial microcirculation is a frequent pathologic 
feature in patients with T2DM, insulin resistance and diabetic CM 
[103,104]. Impaired coronary microvasculature is a consequence of 
reduced levels of bioavailable NO. Nitric oxide activates kinases and 
guanylyl cyclase required for coronary relaxation [105,106]. Under 
condition of reduced insulin sensitivity, NO degradation increases 
while NO production reduces. Decreased blood supply due to 
microcirculatory dysfunction affect the vasa vasorum in DM further 
damages the medium and small arterioles of the diabetic heart. Other 
pathological vascular changes causing coronary microvascular ischemia 
in DM include perivascular fibrosis and interstitial changes, formation 
of micro-aneurysms, in small vessels and thickening of the capillary 
basement membrane. Ischemia contributes to myocardial fibrosis, 
stiffness and dysfunction in diabetic CM [98]. Hyperinsulinemia and 
insulin resistance contribute to vessel stiffness [107]. Hyperinsulinemia 
promotes differentiation of smooth muscle cells (SMC) to an 
osteoblast-like phenotype promoting stiffness while elevated insulin 
levels enhance stiffness by increasing osteocalcin expression, alkaline 
phosphate activity and formation of mineralized nodules in vascular 
SMC. Impaired vascular SMC and endothelial cell function are related 
to an increased risk of developing CAD in DM patients [108,109]. 
Other mechanisms contributing to the development of diabetic CM 
include subcellular component abnormality, altered lipid metabolism, 
RAAS activation, cardiac autonomic neuropathy and maladaptive 
immune response [92,98]. 

Significant pathological changes in the function and structure of 
the myocardium as a result of diabetic CM leading to pathological 
consequences. Myocardial changes mostly manifest in the early stages 
of the disease, and cardiac contractility ensues due to these alterations 
[110]. Later cardiac microcirculatory dysfunction, interstitial and 
perivascular fibrosis, and ventricular myocardial hypertrophy manifests. 
Impaired diastolic dysfunction is the initial abnormality in diabetic 
CM patients while systolic dysfunction develops only in the later stages 
of the disease [110,111]. Diabetic CM0induced ventricular fibrosis 
and hypertrophy are the major causes of diastolic dysfunction. When 
systolic dysfunction manifests, cardiac output decreases progressively 
with disease severity [98]. Echocardiography is useful for assessing 
LV hypertrophy (2D), mitral inflow for diastolic function, and tissue 
Doppler imaging for diastolic and systolic function. Cardiac MRI may 
also be useful for assessing LV hypertrophy and MRI late gadolinium 
enhancement (LGE) for diastolic and systolic function.

Diagnosis for diabetic CM rests on serological tests and non-
invasive cardiac imaging. Serological tests for alterations in the levels of 
serum/plasma cardiac biomarkers that may indicate some myocardial 
structural and metabolic functions. Elevated levels of matrix 
metalloproteinase (MMPs) and reduced levels of tissue inhibitors of 
MMPs are associated with myocardial fibrosis. Serum aminoterminal 

propeptide of type III is a proposed early index of LV dysfunction in 
insulin resistance obese subjects [112]. Cardiac troponins (T, N and 
I) indicated myocardial injury in inflammatory or ischemic disease 
but their use is unclear in adult diabetic CM [113]. Finally, improved 
understanding of the pathophysiology of diabetic CM has provided 
improved management options. These options include lifestyle 
modification (Weight loss, limitation of fat and total energy intake, 
and regular physical activity), diabetic control (better glycaemic 
control), management of co-existing hypertension and CAD is present 
(vasoactive medication), lipid lowering therapies and management of 
HF (traditional HF medications and therapies) [98].

Pheochromocytoma 

Pheochromocytoma is a rare neuroendocrine catecholamine-
secreting tumour arising from chromaffin cells of the adrenal medulla 
or extra-adrenal sympathetic paraganglia [114,115]. They are rare 
tumours prevalent in 0.1% to 0.6% in hypertensive patients with 
an annual incidence of 2-8 cases per million people. About 20% 
are malignant and 10-20% are familial [116,117]. The disease has a 
gradual progression with the mean age of diagnosis at 40 years [116]. 
Pheochromocytoma leads to the secretion of excessive amounts 
of catecholamines (adrenaline or noradrenalin) leading to severe 
paroxysms of hypertension. On rare occasions, pheochromocytoma 
can also secrete other hormones such as calcitonin, neuropeptide 
and adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) [115]. The classic triad 
of symptoms is headache, palpitations and diaphoresis although 
pheochromocytoma can be asymptomatic for years [116-119]. 
However, patients may also present with multiple non-specific 
symptoms (nausea, vomiting, weight loss, shortness of breath, chest 
pain, tremor, hypertension, and pulmonary oedema) including life-
threatening complications of which 20% are CVD complications 
[120-123]. 

Chronic or acute catecholamine intoxication has been implicated 
as the cause of structural myocardial alterations. Pheochromocytoma 
can lead to different types of CM with the same life-threatening initial 
clinical presentation but with a different recovery rate. In a systematic 
review of 145 case reports of Pheochromocytoma-associated CM, 
Batisse-Lignier et al. [120] reported 49 cases of Takotsubo CM and 
96 of catecholamine-induced CM. The exact pathophysiology of 
pheochromocytoma-associated CM is unclear since the current 
evidence-based is case reports. However, Batisse-Lignier et al. [120] 
suggests adrenergic cardiotoxicity as a possible pathophysiologic 
mechanism. Acute catecholaminergic stress in takotsubo CM 
overwhelms myocardial beta-receptors leading to stunning of the LV 
and slight histological apoptosis. In the case of chronic adrenergic 
exposure, the heart is able to adapt. Recent studies demonstrate that 
GRK2 and beta-arrestin regulates the secretion of catecholamine 
in the adrenal medulla suggesting a GRK2/beta-arrestin-mediated 
cross-talk between adrenal gland and the heart. Similarly, protein 
kinase A is able to promote desensitization and downregulation of 
beta-adrenergic receptors in cardiomyocyte. Despite this regulation, 
chronic catecholamine administration causes interstitial fibrosis, 
promotes cardiac apoptosis, and induces contractile dysfunction via 
LV dilatation. In catecholamine-induced CM, repetitive myocardial 
aggression because of longer catecholaminergic explain may explain 
LV hypertrophy, extended histological fibrosis and extracellular matrix 
collagen turnover all contributing to lower recovery rate. Significant 
fibrosis has been associated with poorer prognosis. Thus, a delay in 
diagnosis may lead to a deterioration in systolic and diastolic function 
to influence recovery rate and the type of CM [120].
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Clinical presentation of pheochromocytoma-associated CM 
consists of cardiac symptoms of dyspnoea, chest pain or weakness, 
and specific pheochromocytoma symptoms of headaches, palpitations, 
sweating, and digestive signs in early stages of the disease. Diagnosis 
is based on demonstration of elevated catecholamines levels and 
evidence of cardiac dysfunction. Batisse-Lignier et al. [120] reports in 
144 cases, common ECG abnormalities were sinus tachycardia (63.8%), 
ST-segment elevation (37.6%), and T-wave elevation (32.6% as well 
as a trend towards a higher incidence of AF. Chest radiography may 
reveal cardiomegaly in 56.6% of cases. In 133 cases, common findings 
on transthoracic echocardiography were LV dilatation (50.4%), 
hypertrophic cardiopathy (10.5%) [120]. 

The mainstay clinical management strategy for pheochromocytoma-
associated CM is early intervention in the form of surgery. There 
are reports of complete reversibility of myocardial dysfunction 
after surgical intervention [124]. Myocardial function improves as 
early as eight days after surgery [125]. Stable patients may be treated 
with diuretics, ACE-I and beta-blockers, which is the standard HF 
therapy. Anticoagulation therapy can be considered in hypokinetic 
patients until restoration of myocardial contractile function. Systolic 
function typically recovers in 1-4 weeks [116]. Biochemical screening 
is recommended for patients to assess for metastatic disease and 
recurrence or delayed appearance of rumours. However, recurrence in 
more likely in familial pheochromocytoma-associated CM or patients 
with right adrenal tumours and extra-adrenal tumours. Patients at risk 
of recurrence may take beta-blocker or a dual therapy of alpha- and 
beta-blocker indefinitely [116].

Cushing’s syndrome

Cushing’s syndrome results from hypercortisolim due to 
adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) producing pituitary/ectopic 
tumours or cortisol synthesizing adrenal tumours [126]. The syndrome 
has five-fold excess mortality with a reported prevalence of 0.7-2.4 
per million and a mean onset of 36 years [127]. Cushing’s syndrome 
is characterized by truncal obesity, moon face, weakness, amenorrhea, 
and hirsutism. Hypertension is the most frequent CVD complication of 
Cushing’s syndrome [128]. Other clinical signs and symptoms include 
LV hypertrophy, cardiomegaly, diastolic HF and myocardial ischemia 
[129]. However, CM as a complication of Cushing’s syndrome is very 
rare. Several case reports have evaluated cardiac changes in patients 
with Cushing’s syndrome [129-133]. These case reports reveal changes 
in the LV structural characteristics, particularly, asymmetrical wall 
thickening, suggest cardiac remodelling. These cardiac changes correlate 
significantly with disease duration but not with blood pressure or the 
levels of urinary cortisol [129]. Remarkable improvement in cardiac 
function following therapeutic reduction of glucocorticoid levels 
suggests that CM is related to hypercortisolim but the exact mechanism 
in uncertain. For this reason, the Endocrine Cardiomyopathy in 
Cushing Syndrome: Response to Cyclic GMP PDE5 inhibitOrs (ERGO) 
trial was designed. 

The pathophysiologic mechanisms of cardiac remodelling and 
decompensated HF possibly involves complex mechanism including 
the effects of hypertension and activation of neurohormonal factors 
such as alpha-adrenergic and RAAS [134,135]. Experimental models 
suggest the effect of noradrenaline, angiotensin II and aldosterone 
are increased with hypercortisolim [136-138]. Consequently, excess 
cortisol itself may potentially explain the association between CM, 
cardiac failure and Cushing’s syndrome [129]. The saturation of 
11-beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 2 enzyme resulting in 

mineralocorticoid receptor activation by cortisol has been suggested as 
a contributory factor to the development of CM. Distinctive diagnostic 
features are lacking. However, on echocardiography or cardiac MRI, 
patients with Cushing’s syndrome frequently manifest with significant 
subclinical biventricular and left atria dysfunction, and increased LV 
mass, in the absence of dense myocardial fibrosis. Successful treatment 
of cortisol excess has been shown to improve systolic ventricular and 
atrial performance leading to regression of the LV mass and myocardial 
thickness. Since structural and functional abnormalities of the 
myocardium may manifest early in Cushing’s syndrome, there is a need 
for active investigation to guide strategies designed to prevent CM and 
overt HF.

Meta-analysis of diagnosis

Endocrine dysfunction is an important cause of CM due to 
excessive or reduced secretion of certain hormones. Definitive 
diagnosis during the onset of the disease is clinically relevant because 
endocrine CM is potentially reversible through early initiation of 
treatment targeting the dysfunctional hormone before irreversible 
cardiac damage has manifested. However, specific data on both 
diagnosis and management of endocrine CM are lacking since 
endocrine CM has been classified as a less common aetiology of 
other long-established morphofunctional forms of cardiomyopathy, 
particularly DCM and HCM [4-7]. Data from prospective randomized 
clinical trials are sporadic, and thus, most of the available evidence 
supporting the diagnosis and clinical management of the different 
types of endocrine CM comes from case reports and expert consensus 
guidelines. The objective of this meta-analysis is to review diagnostic 
features of endocrine cardiomyopathy. 

The search for relevant studies were identified through MEDLINE, 
PubMed and Google scholar searches of literature from inception 
to the present. The key terms employed in the search included a 
combination of the following: (i) endocrine disorders (thyroid disorder: 
hyperthyroidism, hypothyroidism, and thyrotoxicosis); growth 
hormone dysfunction (acromegaly and growth hormone deficiency), 
diabetes mellitus, Pheochromocytoma and Cushing’s syndrome; and 
(ii) diagnostic features (electrocardiogram, echocardiogram and 
cardiac magnetic resonance). Studies were included is they enrolled 
patients with endocrine disorders and signs and symptoms of cardiac 
dysfunction, were evaluated using ECG and other non-invasive tests 
for cardiac involvement, and documented findings of abnormalities 
in cardiac structure and/or function. Studies that evaluated diagnostic 
features and outcomes other than changes in cardiac structure and 
function, case reports and series with only two patients, conference 
papers (they are not final and are usually subject to changes) and review 
articles were excluded.

Data for analysis was extracted under three main categories: 
(i) study characteristics (author, year and design); (ii) patient 
characteristics (number enrolled, mean age and gender proportion), 
and diagnostic; and (iii) treatment characteristics (endocrine disorder, 
diagnostic test method and outcomes) (Table 2). Study variables were 
described using standard summary statistics. Categorical variables 
were expressed as frequencies and percentages, continuous variables 
as mean and standard deviation or range, and dichotomous data as 
weighted mean and 95% confidence intervals (CI). The I2 statistics was 
used to quantify the percentage of total variation across studies that 
is not due to chance. Fixed or random effect model was used when I2 
≥ 50% or I2 < 50% respectively and a p-value < 0.05 was considered 
statistically significant.
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1st Author Year Patient 
No. Mean Age Male 

(n) Endocrine Disorder Diagnostic 
Method

Summary of the Main Findings: Endocrine dysfunction patients 
compared to healthy controls

Mercuro [139] 2000 18 48±15 10 Acromegaly Echo ↑ LVMI (143.8±23 vs. 97.5±17); ↑ IVRT (114.1±9.8 vs. 76.1±12.7); ↓ E/A 
ratio (1.2±0.4 vs. 1.6±0.5)

Damjanovic 
[140] 2002 102 22-71 44 Acromegaly Echo ↑ LVMI (230±56 vs. 118±40), ↓ LVEF (42±17 vs. 66±9) and ↑ cardiac index 

(4.3±1.8 vs. 3.5±0.8)
Herrmann [141] 2002 13 Acromegaly Echo ↓ E/A ratio (0.71±0.26 vs. 1.0±0.1); ↑ DT (209±19 vs. 179±22)
Van der Klaauw 

[142] 2008 37 54±14 15 Acromegaly Echo ↓ LVEF (67±11 vs. 69±11); ↑ LVESD (34±6 vs. 31±6); = LVEDD (51±7 vs. 
51±6)

Guo [143] 2015 108 41.2±12.7 44 Acromegaly Echo ↓ E/A ratio (1.2±0.3 vs. 1.3±0.3); ↑ LVEDD (49.9±5.0 vs. 46.6±4.1); ↑ 
LVESD (31.0±4.3 vs. 28.9±3.3); ↑ LVEF (67.3±5.6 vs. 68.1±5.2)

Orosz [144] 2015 30 55.7±10.4 7 Acromegaly Echo ↓ LVEF (67.2±6.9 vs. 70.6±5.4); ↑ LVEDD (52.6±5.4 vs. 48.0±3.9); ↑ LVESD 
(32.3±5.2 vs. 29.1±4.4)

Hoffman [145] 1960 123 24 Thyrotoxicosis ECG Sinus tachycardia (37.4%); ST-T changes (22.8%); AF (12.2%)

Osman [146] 2007 393 49.0    (36-
63) 81 Hyperthyroidism ECG ECG changes: AF (6%), LVH (2%), RBBB (2%), LBBB (0.5%), pathological 

Q-wave (2%)

Satpathy [147] 2013
28 12 Hyperthyroidism ECG Hyperthyroidism: sinus tachycardia (60.7%), LVH (42.9%), Prolonged QTc 

interval (28.6%); Hypothyroidism: sinus bradycardia (27.3%), prolonged QTc 
interval (18.2%), low voltage complexes ((18.2%))44 8 Hypothyroidism

Anakwue [148] 2015 50 Thyrotoxicosis Echo
LV enhanced systolic function (30%), enhanced diastolic function (34%), 

diastolic dysfunction (34%), HF with preserved EF (10%), HF with reduced 
EF (6%); LVH (34%)

Goyal [149] 2016
24 33.9 5 Hyperthyroidism ECG ECG abnormality: Hypothyroidism – sinus bradycardia (61.5%), ST-T 

changes (26.9%); hyperthyroidism – sinus tachycardia (79.2%), AF (12.5%), 
ST-T changes (8.3%).26 7 Hypothyroidism ECG

Widya [150] 2013 78 56.5±5.6 78 T2DM CMRI
Impaired indices of RV diastolic function: peak filling rate (315±63 vs. 

356±90 mL/s; p<0.01) and peak deceleration gradient (2.3±0.8 vs. 2.8±0.8 
mL/s2 X 10-3; p<0.0.01) of the early filling phase

Garg [151] 2015 100 41-50 65 T2DM ECG/Echo Prevalence of CM by ECG (63%); by Echo (62%) 

Pham [152] 2015 656 59.7±8.7 359 T2DM Echo Echo: LVH (31.9%); LV dilatation (7.3%); systolic dysfunction (3.8%); 
LVEDD (47.5±5.3); LVESD (29.5±5.1); LVEF (67.1±9.0%)

Jørgensen [153] 2016 1030 65.5 679 T2DM Echo Echo abnormalities (49.8%); diastolic dysfunction (19.4%); LVH (21.0%); LA 
enlargement (19.6). 

Zakria [154] 2017 55 T2DM Echo LVEF (63.6±1.1); LVEDD (50±6) and LVESD (32±7)

Park [155] 2011 36 49.8±15.8 21 Pheochromocytoma ECG, Echo

Echo: Normal systolic function (62.1%); LVH with normal systolic function 
(27.6%); LV systolic function (10.3%). Diastolic function - relaxation 
abnormality (75.9%). ECG: normal (52.8%), LVH (33.3%) and sinus 

tachycardia (8.3%)

Kamenicky [67] 2014 18 40.5 (24.2-
51.5) 5 Cushing CMRI ↑ LVMI (53.6 vs. 59.1 - 49.1) and ↑ LVEF (64.3 vs 55.0 - 57.8); ↑ Basal, mid-

ventricular and apical wall thickness (p<0.001)

Table 2. Summary of study, patient and outcome characteristics of included studies

Findings
Study characteristics

Out of 762 studies yielded in the search, only 18 studies that 
satisfied the inclusion/exclusion criteria were included in the final 
analysis [67,139-155]. The studies were published between 1960 and 
2017. In total, the 18 studies enrolled a population of 2,851 patients 
with various endocrine disorders, and signs and symptoms of cardiac 
dysfunction. The mean age was 50.35 years (range 33.9 to 65.5) and 
with an almost equal gender representation (men = 51.4%; women 
= 48.6%) reported in 15 studies [67,139,140,142-147,149-153,155]. 
Ten studies included 701 control patients [67,139-144,146,149,150]. 
The underlying endocrine disorders investigated were acromegaly in 
six studies [139-144], thyroid disorders in five studies [145-149], in 
which two studies [147,149] divided patients into hyperthyroidism 
and hypothyroidism, diabetes mellitus in five studies [150-154] 
and one study each investigated Cushing syndrome [67] and 
Pheochromocytoma [155]. Diagnostic methods used in the studies to 
assess cardiac function included echocardiography in 12 studies [139-
144, 148,151-155], ECG in seven studies [145-147,149,150,151,155] 
and cardiac MRI in two studies [67,150].

Diagnostic outcomes 
In the present analysis, the evaluated diagnostic methods 

for cardiac dysfunction were ECG and non-invasive imaging 
(echocardiography and cardiac MRI). Only studies enrolling patients 
with thyroid dysfunction provided data on ECG changes. The most 
common ECG abnormalities are ST-T changes in 57 out of 245 
patients in three studies translating into an event rate (ER) of 24.2% 
(95% CI: 19.1 to 30.1) [145,147,149] (Figure 3). LV hypertrophy in 
24/471 (ER: 9.6%; 95% CI: 1.4 to 44.3) [146,147,149] (Figure 4). 
Sinus tachycardia in 82/175 hyperthyroid patients (ER: 58.5%; 95% 
CI: 32.5 to 80.5) [145,147,149] (Figure 5). Sinus bradycardia in 28/70 
hypothyroid patients (ER: 43.2%; 95% CI: 15.5 to 75.9) [147,149] 
(Figure 6). Prolonged QTc interval in 17/98 (ER: 17.8%; 95% CI: 8.0 
to 35.0) [147,149] (Figure 7). Atrial Fibrillation in 48/568 (ER: 11.2%; 
95% CI: 6.2 to 19.4) [145,146,147,149] (Figure 8). 

Echocardiographic findings revealed significant differences 
between treatment group and control group in both systolic and 
diastolic parameters. Data pooled from five studies showed a longer 
LV-end diastolic dimension (LVEDD) by a weighted mean difference 
(WMD) of 6.69 mm (95% CI: 1.34 to 12.03; p = 0.014) [140,142-144,148] 
(Figure 9). Longer LV end-systolic diameter (WMD: 2.34 mm; 95% CI: 
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Study name Statistics for each study Event rate and 95% CI
Event Lower Upper 

Total rate limit limit p-Value
Hoffman [145] 28 / 123 0.228 0.162 0.310 0.000
Satpathy [147] Hyper 5 / 28 0.179 0.076 0.364 0.002
Satpathy [147] Hypo 15 / 44 0.341 0.217 0.491 0.038
Goyal [149] Hyper 2 / 24 0.083 0.021 0.279 0.001
Goyal [149] Hypo 7 / 26 0.269 0.134 0.467 0.024

57 / 245 0.242 0.191 0.301 0.000

-0.50 -0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50

ST-T Changes: Event Rate and 95% CI

Test for heterogeinity: I^2 = 33.817; p = 0.196

Figure 3. Event rate for ST-T changes 30

Study name Statistics for each study Event rate and 95% CI
Event Lower Upper 

Total rate limit limit p-Value
Osman [146] 7 / 393 0.018 0.009 0.037 0.000
Satpathy [147] Hyper 12 / 28 0.429 0.262 0.613 0.451
Goyal [149] Hyper 4 / 24 0.167 0.064 0.369 0.003
Goyal [149] Hypo 1 / 26 0.038 0.005 0.228 0.002

24 / 471 0.096 0.014 0.443 0.029

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

LV Hypertrophy: Event Rate and 95% CI

Test for heterogeinity: I^2 = 93.952; p = 0.000
Figure 4. Event rate for LV hypertrophy 30

Study name Statistics for each study Event rate and 95% CI
Event Lower Upper 

Total rate limit limit p-Value
Hoffman [145] 46 / 123 0.374 0.293 0.463 0.006
Satpathy [147] Hyper 17 / 28 0.607 0.420 0.767 0.261
Goyal [149] Hyper 19 / 24 0.792 0.587 0.911 0.008

82 / 175 0.585 0.325 0.805 0.530

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Sinus Tachycardia: Event Rate and 95% CI

Test for heterogeinity: I^2 = 86.526%; p = 0.001

Figure 5. Event rate for sinus tachycardia 30

Study name Statistics for each study Event rate and 95% CI
Event Lower Upper 

Total rate limit limit p-Value
Satpathy [147] Hypo 12 / 44 0.273 0.162 0.421 0.004
Goyal [149] Hypo 16 / 26 0.615 0.421 0.779 0.244

28 / 70 0.432 0.155 0.759 0.708

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Sinus Bradycardia: Event Rate and 95% CI

Test for heterogeinity: I^2 = 86.836%; p = 0.006

Figure 6. Event rate for sinus bradycardia 31
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1.45 to 3.32; p = 0.000) [142-144] (Figure 10). Higher LV mass index 
(WMD: 66.06 g/m2 (95% CI: 30.23 to 101.90; p=0.000) [139,140,148] 
(Figure 11). Reduced LVEF (WMD: -2.41; 95% CI: -7.23 to 2.42; 
p=0.329) [139,140,142,143,144,148,150] (Figure 12). Pooled data fron 
three studies revealed changes on diastolic function by a significantly 
decreased transmitral early/late diastolic velocity (E/A) ratio (WMD: 
-0.23; 95% CI: -0.39 to -0.05; p=0.010) [139,141,143] (Figure 13). In 
addition, one study reported diastolic dysfunction with significantly 

increased isovolumic relaxation time (IVRT) time in acromegalic 
patients compared to healthy controls (WMD: 114.1±9.8 vs. 76.1±12.7; 
p<0.05) [139]. In two studies [140,148] that enrolled patients with 
acromegaly and thyrotoxicosis, cardiac index (CI) was significantly 
increased compared to healthy age-matched controls (WMD: 0.887; 
95% CI: 0.657 to 1.117; p=0.000) and decreased deceleration time (DT) 
compared to healthy age-matched controls (mean difference: 209±19 
vs. 179±22; p<0.05). Other important findings include in diabetic 

Study name Statistics for each study Event rate and 95% CI
Event Lower Upper 

Total rate limit limit p-Value
Satpathy [147] Hyper 8 / 28 0.286 0.150 0.476 0.028
Satpathy [147] Hypo 8 / 44 0.182 0.094 0.323 0.000
Goyal [149] Hypo 1 / 26 0.038 0.005 0.228 0.002

17 / 98 0.178 0.080 0.350 0.001

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Prolonged QTc Interval: Event Rate and 95% CI

Test for heterogeinity: I^2 = 56.337%; p = 0.101

Figure 7. Event rate for prolonged QTc interval 31

Study name Statistics for each study Event rate and 95% CI
Event Lower Upper 

Total rate limit limit p-Value
Hoffman [145] 15 / 123 0.122 0.075 0.192 0.000
Osman [146] 24 / 393 0.061 0.041 0.089 0.000
Satpathy [147] Hyper 6 / 28 0.214 0.100 0.402 0.005
Goyal [149] Hyper 3 / 24 0.125 0.041 0.324 0.002

48 / 568 0.112 0.062 0.194 0.000

-0.50 -0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50

Atrial Fibrillation: Event Rate and 95% CI

Test for heterogeinity: I^2 = 71.879%; p = 0.014

Figure 8. Event rate for atrial fibrillation 31

Study name Sample size Statistics for each study Difference in means and 95% CI
Difference Lower Upper 

Treatment Control in means limit limit p-Value
Damjanovic [140] 102 33 23.000 19.064 26.936 0.000
Van der Klaauw [142] 37 37 0.000 -2.971 2.971 1.000
Guo [143] 108 108 3.300 2.081 4.519 0.000
Orosz [144] 30 30 4.600 2.216 6.984 0.000
Anakwue [148] 50 50 3.500 0.579 6.421 0.019

327 258 6.688 1.343 12.033 0.014

-30.00 -15.00 0.00 15.00 30.00

Favours ControlFavours Treatment

LVEDD: Weighted Difference in Means and 95% CI

Test for heterogeinity: I^2 = 71.879%; p = 0.014

Figure 9. Weighted mean difference for LV end-diastolic diameter 32

Study name Sample size Statistics for each study Difference in means and 95% CI
Difference Lower Upper 

Treatment Control in means limit limit p-Value
Van der Klaauw [142] 37 37 3.000 0.266 5.734 0.032
Guo [143] 108 108 2.100 1.078 3.122 0.000
Orosz [144] 30 30 3.200 0.762 5.638 0.010

175 175 2.343 1.451 3.234 0.000

-8.00 -4.00 0.00 4.00 8.00

Favours ControlFavours Treatment

LVESD: Weighted Difference in Means and 95% CI

Test for heterogeinity: I^2 = 0.000%; p = 0.633

Figure 10. Weighted mean difference for LV end-systolic diameter 33
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patients were impaired RV diastolic function: peak filling rate (315±63 
vs. 356±90 mL/s; p<0.01) and peak deceleration gradient (2.3±0.8 vs. 
2.8±0.8 mL/s2 X 10-3; p<0.0.01) of the early filling phase [150].

Discussion
This meta-analysis evaluated current evidence for the diagnosis 

of myocardial involvement in patients with various endocrine 
disorders. Specifically, this analysis assessed the prevalence of cardiac 
abnormalities on ECG and/or echocardiography or cardiac MRI. 
However, the search for relevant studies revealed that a majority 
of studies on endocrine dysfunction did not specifically focus on 
cardiomyopathy but general cardiac dysfunction. Moreover, there 
was a lack of randomized clinical trials and consequently most of the 
included studies adopted an open label non-randomized design. The 
present analysis is disease-specific, informed by a wide range of clinical 
presentation and pathophysiologic mechanisms in different types 

of endocrine disorders that can cause CM. Pooled analysis finds that 
patients with thyroid dysfunction (hyperthyroidism, hypothyroidism 
or thyrotoxicosis) have a significantly higher prevalence of ECG 
abnormalities specifically ST-T changes, LVH and prolonged QT 
interval. In particular, hyperthyroid patients have a higher prevalence 
of sinus tachycardia and AF while hypothyroid patients have higher 
prevalence of sinus bradycardia. The bulk of the evidence in the present 
analysis on systolic dysfunction assessed by echocardiography came 
from acromegalic patients. Compared to age-matched healthy controls, 
patients with acromegaly and thyrotoxicosis had significantly longer 
mean measures of LVEDD and LVMI, and significantly reduced LVEF. 
Compared to healthy age-matched controls, the evidence of diastolic 
dysfunction were significantly reduced E/A ratio and significantly 
increased isovolumic relaxation time. Patients with diabetic CM had 
significantly impaired RV function demonstrated by decreased peak 
filling rate and peak deceleration gradient.

Study name Statistics for each study Difference in 
means and 95% CIDifference Lower Upper 

in means limit limit p-Value
Mercuro [139] 46.300 31.315 61.285 0.000
Damjanovic [140] 112.000 91.355 132.645 0.000
Anakwue [148] 43.000 33.264 52.736 0.000

66.065 30.229 101.902 0.000

-120.00 -60.00 0.00 60.00 120.00

Favours ControlFavours Treatment

LV Mass Index: Weighted Difference in Means and 95% CI

Test for heterogeinity: I^2 = 94.474%; p = 0.000

Figure 11. Weighted mean difference for LV mass index 33

Study name Sample size Statistics for each study Difference in means and 95% CI
Difference Lower Upper 

Treatment Control in means limit limit p-Value
Mercuro [139] 18 13 -1.700 -6.122 2.722 0.451
Damjanovic [140] 102 33 -24.000-30.068-17.932 0.000
Van der Klaauw [142] 37 37 -2.000 -7.013 3.013 0.434
Guo [143] 108 108 -0.800 -2.241 0.641 0.277
Orosz [144] 30 30 -3.400 -6.535 -0.265 0.034
Anakwue [148] 50 50 10.700 7.728 13.672 0.000
Widya [150] 78 28 1.000 -1.056 3.056 0.340

-2.407 -7.235 2.422 0.329

-35.00 -17.50 0.00 17.50 35.00

Favours ControlFavours Treatment

LVEF: Weighted Difference in Means and 95% CI

Test for heterogeinity: I^2 = 94.901%; p = 0.000

Figure 12. Weighted mean difference for LV ejection fraction 33

Study name Sample size Statistics for each study Difference in means and 95% CI
Difference Lower Upper 

Treatment Control in means limit limit p-Value
Mercuro [139] 18 13 -0.400 -0.717 -0.083 0.013
Herrmann [141] 13 21 -0.290 -0.427 -0.153 0.000
Guo [143] 108 108 -0.100 -0.180 -0.020 0.014

139 142 -0.226 -0.399 -0.053 0.010

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Favours ControlFavours Treatment

E/A Ratio: Weighted Difference in Means and 95% CI

Test for heterogeinity: I^2 = 74.383%; p = 0.020

Figure 13. Weighted mean difference for E/A ratio 34
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The present meta-analysis complements findings from expert 
consensus reports. The AHA and ESC scientific statement on diagnosis 
and management of CMs recommended disease-specific diagnostic 
criteria and treatment because of heterogeneity of the underlying 
endocrine disorders and variations in pathogenic and pathophysiologic 
mechanisms. The diagnosis of endocrine disorder or abnormal levels of 
the causative hormone predate the diagnosis of myocardial dysfunction 
[4-6]. In the present analysis, the bulk of the evidence comes from thyroid 
and growth hormone disorders that have different pathophysiologic 
mechanisms. For instance, hyperthyroid patients usually exhibit 
increased resting heart rate, blood volume, stroke volume, myocardial 
contractility and ejection fraction. In contrast, hypothyroid patients 
exhibit lower heart rate and weakened myocardial contractility and 
relaxation with prolonged systolic and early diastolic times [12]. On the 
other hand, acromegalic CM causes pathological changes in myocyte 
growth and structure, cardiac contractility and vascular function, 
which manifests as bi-ventricular hypertrophy, diastolic and systolic 
dysfunction, and valvular regurgitation [59]. Endocrine disorders as 
aetiologies of CMs have not received adequate attention since they are 
always researched and discussed as an uncommon form of DCM or 
HCM. However, since endocrine CM are potentially reversible with 
treatment of the underlying endocrine disorder, it is important for 
clinicians to test for hormonal involvement in DCM or HCM patients. 

Finally, despite a meta-analysis for treatment for endocrine CM 
being clinically relevant, each endocrine disorder has significant 
variations in pathophysiologic mechanisms as well as in clinical 
presentation. Consequently, current treatment guidelines are disease-
specific, making a meta-analysis too cumbersome to be clinically 
relevant. A majority of the studies included in the present meta-
analysis enrolled acromegalic and diabetic patients, and those with 
thyroid dysfunction. Data on other endocrine disorders such as 
pheochromocytoma and Cushing’s syndrome that can cause CMs are 
lacking. The current evidence is based on case reports and lacks reliable 
evidence fron randomized clinical trials to support development of 
specific diagnostic and management criteria. A prospective randomized 
trial for Cushing’s syndrome, the Endocrine Cardiomyopathy in 
Cushing Syndrome: Response to Cyclic GMP PDE5 inhibitOrs (ERGO) 
trial is ongoing. Long-term clinical trials for other endocrine CMs are 
warranted to develop a precise understanding of clinical presentation, 
pathogenesis, diagnosis and management of endocrine CMs.

Conclusion
Endocrine CM is a myocardial disorder caused by excessive or 

deficient production of certain hormones characterized by progressive 
LV (and sometimes RV) dilatation with or without compensatory wall 
thickening. Endocrine disorders associated with the development of 
CM include thyroid dysfunction (hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism), 
growth hormone (GH) dysfunction (acromegaly or GH deficiency), 
diabetes mellitus (insufficient insulin), pheochromocytoma (excessive 
catecholamine) and Cushing’s syndrome (excessive cortisol). 
Pathophysiologic mechanisms vary widely depending on the 
underlying endocrine disorder. Thyroid hormone increases the force 
and speed of systolic contraction and diastolic relaxation, increases 
vascular resistance and ventricular hypertrophy. Growth hormone 
activates cardiac cell growth without altering collagen content of the 
myocardium and enhances contractility. Insulin deficiency causes 
hyperglycaemia in turn causes microvascular impairment, subcellular 
component abnormalities, metabolic disturbances, alters cardiac 
autonomic dysfunction and the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system. 
The exact pathophysiologic mechanisms of excessive catecholamine 

and cortisol remains unclear. Diagnosis of endocrine CM rests on 
demonstrating excessive or deficiency of certain hormones and the 
evidence of cardiac dysfunction through laboratory tests, ECG tests 
and echocardiography or cardiac MRI. The primary target of clinical 
management is to treat the underlying endocrine dysfunction through 
hormonal replacement therapy or surgical excision of the dysfunctional 
gland. Management of cardiac dysfunction lacks specific guidelines and 
depends on therapy developed for heart failure. Further, clinical trials 
on endocrine CM are warranted to understand pathophysiology and in 
turn improve diagnosis and management.
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